Timestrip®

Elapsed Time indicator

TS019 6 Months Data Sheet
The Timestrip® 6 months indicator shows you when 6 months have passed so you can see when to replace a filter,
dispose of an expired product or maintain equipment without having to write down and calculate dates. Timestrip
indicators are single use, so remember to dispose of the old one after 6 months and activate a fresh one to start
the cycle again. It is self-adhesive and splash proof, and expires 3 years after the manufacturing date shown on the
bag. Timestrip indicators should be used in a room temperature environment or stuck to a room temperature
surface (average 22 °C/72 °F). They are not suitable for outside use.

Instructions for Use

1. Inactive

3. Monitoring

2. Active

1. Activation: Fully squeeze the activation button between thumb and finger. A red line will appear within 1-2
minutes to show that the Timestrip® has been activated. In the unlikely event that Timestrip® shows red before you
activate it, there is no need to contact customer service. Simply discard and take a new one. 1 or 2 products per
100 count are always provided free of charge.
2. Peel off the backing liner and stick the Timestrip® to the product, material or device to be monitored*.
3. Once activated, the red dye will indicate elapsed time by moving through the white window and past each time
marker. The progress of the red dye is irreversible and each Timestrip® can only be used once.

Specification
Type

Irreversible, single use

Temperature

+22 °C/+72 °F Use in a room temperature
environment, stick to a room temperature
surface

Sensitivity*
Time window

6 Months. 3 & 1 month markers

Activation
Feature

A manual activation button on the top –
a thin red line will appear and confirm it is
activated.

Indication

Irreversible

Accuracy of
Time

+/- 15% in isothermal conditions

Shelf Life

3 years.

Adhesive

Pressure sensitive, finger lift

Size

40mm x 19mm

Quality
Assurance

Produced under ISO9001:2008

Recommended Room temperature: 22 °C/72 °F at
20-80% humidity. Cool dark environment
Storage
Packaging

Supplied loose in polybags of 100 units

Shipping
Package
Requirements

No special requirements as inert until
activated

Protection

Splash proof

Product
Construction

The indicator is constructed of a polymeric
assembly multilayer and aluminium-plastic
laminate. It encapsulates coloured oils.
All materials are non-toxic, latex and PVC
free.

For more information visit www.timestrip.com

